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Instruction: 

� First paper, answer in the paper itself. 

� Second paper, answer in separated papers and attach to the first paper. 

 

• Underline the correct answers from questions number 1 to 5. 

1. The continent which covers the largest area of the world ……………….. 

I) Australia II) North America  III) Asia  Iv) Africa 

      2. The river known by yellow river ……………….. 

I) Hwang-Ho  II) Nile  III) Mahaweli  Iv) Irawaddy 

      3. The most populous country in the world ……………….. 

  I) India  II) Australia  III) China Iv) Maldives 

      4. The leading country in motor vehicle industry ……………….. 

  I) United State of America II) India III) Japan Iv) Germany 

      5. The topographical feature that locates. Among mountains and protrudes towards lowlands ………… 

  I) Valley II) Spur III) Point Iv) Plain 

• Write true or false from 6 to 10.  

6. Tibet plateau is known as the roof of the world     ( ) 

7. Asia has three climatic features.       ( ) 

8. Sri Lanka has four relief zones.       ( ) 

9. ¼ of Sri Lankan population is accumulated in the north central province  ( ) 

10. Point is a narrow pieces of land that just out towards the sea.   ( ) 

 

• Select the correct answer from the bracket and write in the blank. 

(Intermediate zone, Home garden, Sri Lanka, Plain, Central hills, Dubai) 

     

      11. …………………….. is the leading country in proving services. 

      12. …………………….. is the country which shows highest number of topographical features within 

limited area . 

      13. Catchment areas and mountains can be see in …………………….. 

      14. Undulated lands and residual hills are located in the …………………….. 

      15. …………………….. a cultural feature found in a metric map. 
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• Match A and B from 16 to 20. 

A       B 

     16. Climate      I) Influences climate of Sri Lanka 

     17. Altitude      II) Sea Protrudes towards land 

     18. Hortain plain     III) Criteria found n physical landscape 

     19. Bay      Iv) Forest in hill country dry zone. 

      20. Point      v) Narrow pieces of land that just out towards sea 

  

      Part II             

� First Question is compulsory. 

� Answer another four more questions 

� You are required to answer five questions 

 

1. I) First question  is based on the map given below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Name the topographical feature known by a,b,c found in the coastal area        (06 Marks)    

b) The grade of the road which runs parallelly t the coast  

II) Write five cultural features found in a map of 1:50 000            (05 Marks) 

III) Show the correct symbol and color of the following. 

a) Broad Gauge Single (Tracks) 

b) Provincial bounding 

c) Conical hill 

d) Spur 

e) Valley 

2. I) write two characteristics of Asian continent.            (02 Marks)    

II) Write the boundaries of Asia. 

(in North, South, East, West)                 (04 Marks) 

III) Write 5 reasons to prove the uniqueness of Asian and describe two of them           (05 Marks) 

3. I) write the all types of climate found in Asia.               (02 Marks)    

II) Name the climate types found in tropical zone               (04 Marks)    

III) Show the forests types found in Asia and name two flora and fauna for each type of forest          (05 Marks)    
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4. I) write two civilizations found in Asia.                             (02 Marks) 

II) Write two reasons for unequal distribution of population in Asia            (04 Marks) 

III) Select one of the following topic and write a short description            (05 Marks) 

 a) Industrial giant Japan. 

 b) Dubai as a service. 

 c) Pakistan as an agricultural country. 

5.   I) Write two criteria's of physical landscape               (02 Marks)                

 II) Write the three relief zone of Sri Lanka                (04 Marks)

 III) Describe in brief coastal plain with two plain with two topographical features            (05 Marks)     

6. I) what do you mean by weather                (02 Marks) 

 II) Name three factors that influence distribution of temperature.            (04 Marks) 

 III) State the three rain patterns of Sri Lanka and describe of them            (05 Marks) 

       7. I) what are the three sectors of Sri Lankan economy.              (02 Marks) 

II) Name five crops cultivated in the wet zone of Sri Lanka.             (04 Marks)  

III) Describe with several facts how human activities have influenced natural environment unfavorably  
                     (05 Marks) 


